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EDITORIAL
SCIENTIFIC WAY OF THE WORLD COGNITION AND ITS
HARMONIOUS COMBINATION WITH THE SPIRITUAL
DEVELOPMENT OF PERSONALITY AND SOCIETY
From the first days of birth, a human seeks to learn the surrounding
world. First it tastes everything, smells it, examines it, and tries to take
everything to small pieces. Then, when a child grows up, it starts asking a
lot of questions, which in their majority begin with the word “Why?”. All
this can be correlated with what scientists are doing. They analyse the
world, or rather the sphere of their scientific preference, put forward
hypotheses, look for answers to their questions and, through various
methods, in particular through studying the research of other scientists,
come to conclusions. The results of such work can remain useful only for
the author of the study, as for the child – its conclusions, if one does not
tell the world about them.
There are diverse ways to present your results to the world, but it is
more efficient to communicate the experience gained through
publications in scientific journals. This facilitates a significant contribution
to science, allowing to induce other scientists to study a similar topic, to
include other aspects of the subject matter into study, to encourage further
research into the results obtained through the lens of other objects of
study1. Thus, the demonstration of scientific research through publication
in international scientific journals can encourage the entire scientific world
to introduce new technologies, continue to study a specific topic and, most
importantly, contribute to the spiritual development of the individual and
world society at large.
The study of the characteristics of various languages, folklore,
music, theology, philosophy, law, and military relations is related to the life
of society. Each of these areas of knowledge of the world significantly
affects the scientific knowledge of the world and the life of every person.
The papers in this issue are dedicated to these topics. They present various
arguments and conclusions of scientists on these subjects, which in turn
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can positively affect the life of society in the spiritual, material,
psychological, and social spheres.
These papers investigate the genesis of power, criminal corporate
responsibility, termination of legal relations, climatic deviations, lack of
regulation upon determining the moment of conclusion of a land lease
agreement, methods of logistics in entrepreneurial activity, regulation of
termination of rights2, methods of knowledge in legal science. The papers
of this issue also consider the middle class, the social maturity of a young
teacher, the basics of mastering grammar skills, the works of A. Pushkin,
T. More, E. Tan, vocabulary regarding clothes in the Bashkir and Turkish
languages, communicative rationality, the syntax of the Spanish
compound sentence, political, lexicographic and IT discourse,
mythopoetics of culture, Ukrainian literary language, Yakut folklore.
The papers also cover theological anthropology, differentiation of
groups of religious personalities, philosophical issues of a person in the
legal environment, missionary John Van Nest Talmage, the essence of the
philosophical category “Truth”, the concepts of “soul” and “fate” in
linguistic culture, Chinese musical culture, composer Alfred Schnittke,
interwar cinematography, theatre science3.
It can be argued that all these topics are remarkably diverse, but they
carry the general idea that a person, in essence, continues to be a researcher
from the early years of their life. They keep asking the question “Why?”.
They seek answers to deeper subjects, trying to find those answers that
would help unleash their potential, meet the needs for knowledge, legal
protection, understand the language culture of various nationalities, touch
the world, study the lives of people who achieved a lot and became
legends. Each person and society has individual and common needs, and
in this issue of the journal one can find something that can change life,
encourage further research, the introduction of new strategies and
methods in various areas of life. All this is possible thanks to the
formulation of questions, the search and finding of answers, and the fact
that these answers can be shared through scientific publications.
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